Electric Vehicles
Pilot Discount for Fast Charging Infrastructure

Did You Know?
Transportation electrification has many benefits and PECO strongly supports the growth of this sector, including electric vehicles (EVs). Pennsylvania could gain an estimated $2.8 billion in benefits from lower greenhouse gas emissions from EVs. To help realize these economic and environmental benefits, PECO is promoting the build-out of public and workplace fast charging infrastructure, ensuring EV drivers have fast and convenient access to charging.

Discount Details
PECO is offering a pilot discount on distribution charges for commercial customers installing fast charging infrastructure.
- Available July 1, 2019 to June 20, 2024
- Installation of DC fast charger (level 3) required
- Charging for public or workplace fleets
- 50% discount for 36 months from installation, or until pilot ends, whichever comes first
- Customer data reporting requirements apply

We Can Help
Contact your Account Manager to discuss your eligibility for PECO’s pilot discount on distribution charges for fast charging infrastructure, and possible state rebates.

PECO is working to power a cleaner and brighter future for our customers and communities. Our customers are increasingly interested in electric vehicles as a clean transportation option, and we’re pleased to support them.

peco.com/EV